EMILY MORTIMER IS READY FOR ANYTHING
Harry Brown’s idealist detective proves, yet
again, to be an actor without limits
BY

E

ANDREW FISH

mily Mortimer’s range is limitless
as far as we can tell. Her current
role as a by-the-book British
police detective in the grittily
austere, explosive, Michael
Caine-starring Harry Brown is yet another
case in point. Her grim gumshoe cuts no
corners and nips levity in the bud as she
takes on the gangland degradation of a
London neighborhood and a retired
Marine’s bloody pursuit of vigilante justice.
This solemn portrayal of a cop’s determination to uphold the law amid obstruction from
both criminals and colleagues alike is
worlds away from her turns as a carefree
young noblewoman in Kenneth Branagh’s
1930s-style Shakespearean musical, Love’s
Labour’s Lost (2000), or a shy heiress who
marries a former tennis pro with a wandering eye in Woody Allen’s Match Point
(2005). Mortimer’s early work in Notting Hill
(1999), Scream 3 (2000), and The Kid (2000)
were the first signs of the striking performer’s remarkable versatility. Her impressive variety of roles went on to include an
insecure actress who focuses her emotions
on stray dogs rather than exploring human
affection in Lovely & Amazing (2001), a
loving wife intent on coaxing her troubled
brother-in-law into lucidity and happiness in
Lars and the Real Girl (2007), and a murderous insane-asylum inmate in this year’s
Martin Scorsese-helmed Shutter Island.
With her keen ability to navigate through the
broad spectrum of human psyches, Mortimer has proven herself a major force in the
creation of on-screen illusion.
The U.K.-born thespian — who offers an
impeccable American accent when called
upon — grew up entrenched in show business. Her father was John Mortimer, a barrister and writer well known for the creation
of the British television series, “Rumpole of
the Bailey.” Early in her career, she wrote a
column called “Nina’s Diary” for The Daily
Telegraph. “It was a fictional journal, but it
was very cathartic,” she recalls. “I could get
out all my angst and frustrations by writing
about the trials and tribulations of this hapless actress. I took her name from a character in ‘The Seagull’ by Chekhov.”
Mortimer met actor Alessandro Nivola on
the set of Love’s Labour’s Lost, and married
him in 2003 — to the tunes of Mexican poppunk performance-artist duo, Los Super
Elegantes, whom they invited to their English countryside wedding. Mortimer and
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Nivola have two children, Samuel, six, and
May, who was born in January of this year.
The screen star takes some time with us to
discuss her role in Harry Brown and her fundamental need to always seek out something new.
Venice: I really enjoyed Harry Brown.
Emily Mortimer: I’m glad to hear it —
good! I’m psyched. I hope it didn’t trouble
you too much. [laughs]
It’s a heavy movie. It’s not a film that
you walk away from without being a little
bit troubled, but that’s the point.
It asks some difficult questions and
doesn’t necessarily attempt to answer them
in a way that is completely easy to handle.
How did you first get involved in the
project?
I read the script and I thought it was really
interesting, and I knew that Michael [Caine]
was attached to it, and that was a pull right
there. I thought the script was really gripping. I was nervous about it being in the territory of every channel of every television
every night, where there are a million cop
dramas. I was nervous that however brilliant the script, that it could easily become
[something like that], and audiences are
very familiar with that world. But then when
I met [director] Daniel Barber, I realized that
he is the real deal. He’s an auteur in the
sense that he had a vision for the film that I
could tell was going to elevate it beyond
what you normally would expect from that
kind of a genre. He’d directed a short film
called “The Tonto Woman.” It was based on
an Elmore Leonard short story and was
nominated for an Oscar. I saw that and met
him at around the same time. That film was
a Western, but a very sexy, romantic tale of
this strange woman with a tattooed face,
and it was a really beautiful short, and very
grand, and also really specific. The relationship between people on camera was just so
cool and intense and strange. And then I
spoke to him about [Harry Brown] and his
model for the film was the Western genre.
He saw great similarities between this film
and a Western, and once I started thinking
about that, I was like, “Yeah, that works!”
I’m sort of the sheriff, like the “Tommy Lee
Jones” character, if that’s the model. And
Michael Caine is the vigilante. And there
was something really interesting about the

way that [Barber] talked about his ideas and
I realized that if it had a chance, it was
because of him. I was excited about that
and I think he pulled it off! There’s something epic about this movie. It’s fatalistic
and intense in a way that a lot of directors
wouldn’t have managed to pull off. It was
really Daniel who sold me on the whole project. And also I hadn’t done a part like that.
If there is a plan, or a rhyme or reason to my
career behind any of it, it’s that I’m instinctively drawn to things that are different from
the last. That’s how it tends to work. Whatever I’m doing now tends to be something
that I’ve never done before. I’m better when
I’m terrified and feel like I don’t know what
I’m doing. [laughs] The minute I feel like I
know what I’m doing, it’s a disaster, or it’s
“all bets are off.”
Being from London originally, did you
have personal feelings about the film’s
subject matter?
I come at it from a point of view of a complete, bleeding-heart liberal who instinctively doesn’t want to think badly of people
because they’re living in difficult circumstances and impoverished. My politics are
different from the ones in the movie, if one
could say there are politics in the movie. I
certainly don’t believe in vigilante justice.
But there’s a lot of press about what’s happening in England today with gangs. Again,
I was suspicious of that to an extent
because it tends to be the right-wing newspapers that kind of drum up, and fearmonger a little bit about old ladies being
terrorized by youths on street corners and
things. So you take it with a grain of salt,
but actually it is a phenomenon. It really is,
and having spent time with the police in the
East End of London, with one female police
detective whom I followed and talked to a
lot, you realize that it really is happening.
And there are probably a lot of really complicated reasons as to why, but I think part
of it is that these young boys get involved
with gangs in a desperate attempt to feel
like they belong, somehow. And they live in
communities where it’s impossible to feel
like that. The degradation and the poverty
and the lack of hope and lack of community
is just so immense that they feel it’s a brotherhood that they find in these violent gangs
— [a brotherhood] that’s exciting and
somehow comforting at the same time. And
I think that’s probably partly where it all
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comes from. But it is definitely on the
increase in Britain, and they say it’s getting
worse in America, too, in big cities — that
they decreased the violent crime, which
went down here in the ’90s, and now it’s on
the rise again, and it’s becoming a real
problem. The detective that I spoke to and
hung out with was saying that the value of
life, the value that people take from life, is
so cheap for them. These gangs will do
unspeakable things for very little reason.
They’ll kill for a bag of grass, you know what
I mean? And it’s a badge of honor to have
killed someone or shot someone or stabbed
someone — and even to go to prison is a
badge of honor, to have done time. It’s really
difficult to know how to combat it now, how
to deal with it. But obviously it’s heightened,
the reality in this movie, and I don’t know
that it necessarily should be taken as a
political movie. But I think it does ask some
pretty interesting and valid questions.
Your character in the film seems to
echo your own feelings. This is the one
character who feels that what Harry
Brown is doing is wrong.
I thought that was a really interesting part
of the character, that in some ways they’re
two sides of the same coin, her character
and Harry Brown. They’re both obsessed by
the notion of justice, but they come at it

from different sides of the law. He’s given up
on the law and has decided to take it into
his own hands, whereas she’s a policewoman who believes that there is a way of
fighting crime and finding justice, and that
the law can protect people. And I think by
the end of the film her whole worldview has
been completely shattered. Her bid to catch
the criminal and to use the law to do good;
she’s gone out on a limb in a kind of desperate attempt to uphold the law and she’s
sort of broken by the end of the film, and
very confused by the whole notion of justice. I think that’s kind of interesting. And I
also really like the feeling that Michael’s
character and mine have an understanding
— that there was some kind of connection
between them, even though one was the
pursuer and one was the pursued.
The scenes that you have with Michael
Caine are very quiet and intense and full
of subtext.
Yes, there’s a lot of subtext going on
between those two characters. On the one
hand a kind of father-daughter thing, and
then on the other, almost like a sexual thing
— which is totally subtextual and unspoken
and subconscious, somehow. There were
lots of layers to that relationship and it was
really fun acting with him. He’s the most
professional performer I think I’ve ever

come across because he’s been doing it for
a long time, so he knows what he’s up to —
and just delivers this expert performance,
and doesn’t fart around and doesn’t make
any demands. And when he’s actually
turning it on and acting and you’re there,
watching him, and in a scene with him,
talking to him, it was really such a thrill —
and having that voice directed at you was
pretty excellent. The one scene where I
come to his flat and we talk about the
murder of his friend, and I’m on to him by
that point, we had a nightmare doing that
scene. We spent a whole morning shooting
what was our biggest scene together, and in
some ways it was kind of the crux of the
film. And I’d smoked about a million cigarettes and drunk about three million cups of
tea, and we’d really gone at it. And Daniel is
quite a hard taskmaster. We’d done
numerous takes and numerous angles, and
we all went back to our trailers feeling
exhausted but relieved that it was over. And
then there’s this awful knock on my door
just as we were about to get back from
lunch, and this terrified-looking director had
ascertained that somehow some button
hadn’t been pressed and nothing had been
recorded of what we’d done. Absolutely
nothing. So we’d spent our whole morning
on the most important scene and none of it
worked. And by this time there was no time.
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So we had to go back, but literally with one
take and then just hope for the best. So it
was filmed in an extremely stressful situation, and in fact, it resulted in my giving up
smoking altogether, because I think I’d
gotten nicotine poisoning from that day of
shooting. I’d smoked so many cigarettes
and I’ve never smoked one since, because
I felt sick for about a week afterwards.
[laughs]
Your dad was a lawyer as well as a
dramatist, and he created a television
show. What was it like growing up in an
environment like that?

me into show business. For me, what made
me fall in love with the whole nature of performing was escaping all these intellectuals
and artsy types. I’m watching television
and wanting to be a dancing girl with a
white bikini and an ankle bracelet.
It must have been awesome for you to
do Love’s Labour’s Lost.
Oh, it was great. That’s where I met my
husband!
What you were saying reminded me of
the Bathing Beauty-style scene you did
in the swimming pool.

you want to sort out the world. You feel like
you have to get everything straight. From
the cupboards and the closets and the
grime in the kitchen, to family relations and
the connections between people. You just
want to sort everything out; you want to
make the world a better, more tidy, and
nicer place for the arrival of this baby. And
sometimes you can go to some extreme
lengths in order to do so. I was quite pregnant when I would stand on top of ladders,
trying to get the dust off the light fixtures. I
think my character was doing the equivalent of that, emotionally. She was trying to
fix everything with her brother-in-law, and it

For me, what made me fall in love with the whole nature of
performing was escaping all these intellectuals and artsy
types. I’m watching television and wanting to be a
dancing girl with a white bikini and
an ankle bracelet.
Well, I guess with my dad I was always
surrounded by actors and writers and
artistic types. And I always used to give him
a hard time about how I never had the conversation that you’re meant to have with
your parents where you tell them that you
want to be an actor and they tell you that
you’re absolutely out of your mind and you
can’t do it. And I kept saying to him, “Why
didn’t you ever try to stop me? It’s so
annoying! I thought your job was to say,
‘Whatever you do, find a noble profession
and you mustn’t waste your life in this
place.’” And he never did because I think
he was always enchanted by actors, as a
writer, and had the highest respect for them
as people. So I guess it was kind of
inevitable that that was going to be my life,
in a way. Yeah, I used to get really annoyed
with him that he never tried to stop me.
[laughs] So it was always just part of life.
But I took all that for granted, a little bit,
that there were all these highfalutin types
around our house. I was more interested in
and inspired, at the time, by ice-dancing
ladies on the television. We had this television program called “Top of the Pops” in
England. The bands would come on and
sing their songs, and in between there
would be these girl dance troupes. One of
them was called Legs & Co. and the other
one was called Pan’s People, and that’s
what I wanted to be! I wanted to be one of
those girls, and I was obsessed by them. I
wanted to wear white bikinis and anklets
and dance on the television. [laughs] Or
else be an ice dancer. I was completely
unsporty and totally uncoordinated and I
was never a dancer or anything, but to me
those girls just seemed incredibly glamorous and mysterious. That was what got
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Exactly, although that was even a little bit
too highbrow for what my fantasies were. My
fantasies were a bit more seedy than that.
[laughs] But that was a huge treat, and my
dad had been obsessed by Fred Astaire,
growing up. He really wanted to be Fred
Astaire and had always wanted to walk down
a white staircase with a cane and a top-hat
on, and this quite rotund man with two left
feet would never have been able to do those
sorts of things, so I got to do it. Getting to
dance to all those old standards.
You said you’re not a dancer, so was
that difficult for you?
Yes, it was terrible. It was really bad and I
can’t sing either, so I had to sort of mime
when it came to recording the songs.
[laughs] Ken [Branagh] was so trusting that
he believed all of my lies about the fact that
I could sing, and of course I couldn’t and I
just had to pretend. I could neither sing nor
dance, but thank God I managed to hoodwink him into casting me, or I would never
have met Alessandro.
You married the King.
Exactly, I married the King of Navarre!
[laughs]
I enjoyed Lars and the Real Girl.
Oh, thank you. I really liked that film, too.
Your character is pure love.
Yes, I know. I think she somehow represents women, that character. The best of
what it is to be a woman. I really felt like it
was all down to the fact that she was pregnant; my performance was all about that,
even though it might not seem that way. I
remember being pregnant and you feel like

was kind of doomed because other people
can’t change you; you can only change
yourself. I can remember thinking that was
the key to that character, the fact that she
was pregnant and trying to tidy up the
world before the baby arrives.
You and Woody Harrelson were great
together in Transsiberian [2008].
Thanks so much. I really loved that
movie,
What really struck me about it was
your character’s drastic change. She has
a hidden past that slowly comes to the
surface, and just when you start to get to
know her bad-girl side, the worst kinds
of things start to happen, and then she’s
dead inside. How do you keep in your
head where your character is in her emotional arc when you’re shooting a particular scene?
I don’t think I have an answer to that.
That was really an amazing experience. I
loved it but it was very harried because I got
the job two days before I started shooting.
Samantha Morton was going to be doing
that part and then she couldn’t do it at the
last moment, and so I was called up and I
flew there and started work within days. So
I didn’t have anything like the normal
amount of time to prepare and get my head
around what it was that I was doing. I really
liked the script and I was really impressed
by Brad Anderson [The Machinist], the
director, so it was pretty intense. And I don’t
really know what I did. [laughs] I just kept rereading the script. I think I remember once
Anthony Hopkins saying that, and it is a big
clue. It’s quite helpful because there’s so
much going on and it’s so easy to lose track

of what you’re doing. No one’s monitoring
you on a film. No one’s straightening you
out, because everybody is involved with
their own thing. Even the director, very
often. So it’s down to you to keep a
handle on that, and I just remember
Anthony Hopkins saying — when
someone asked him how he prepared —
that he read the script over and over and
over again. And it is true; all the answers
are there, and if you look hard enough
you’ll find them. I just had to re-read and
try to remember what was going on.
[laughs]
There was that amazing scene
where Ben Kingsley’s Russian police
detective tells you that your story
doesn’t add up, and you’re just sitting
there, staring straight ahead with these
dead eyes.
Oh my God, yes.
Do you remember how you prepared
for that?
I don’t know what happens. I don’t
necessarily have some sort of technique
for preparing for any of it. I just really think
I go back again and again to knowing
what it is that you’re in, and understanding what it is that you’re in, and
having a really clear sense of what the
movie is that you’re making. And that’s
what a great director gives you, as well.
Brad Anderson is a great director, and he
makes it very clear what movie he’s
making. And then you understand, and
then you can do anything within those
confines. And the same is true for Martin
Scorsese. He makes it very clear what
world he’s in, what the world of the movie
is. And once you understand that, then it
becomes easy to inhabit it and to instinctively know, and you have a better understanding of how to play each moment.
You have another film coming out
soon.
I have a Japanese movie that I made,
called Leonie. It’s about the life of the
mother of Isamu Noguchi, the Japanese
sculptor. His mother was a “new woman”
at the turn of the last century, and had
two children with two different Japanese
men without being married to either of
them. She was an unconventional, freespirited lady living a hundred years ago.
It’s her story, and it follows her from age
18 to 63 when she died, and it was made
by a Japanese woman called Hisako
Matsui. It was filmed half in Japan with all
of [Akira] Kurosawa’s lighting crew —
which was incredible. This old crew in
their 70s and 80s who lit every Kurosawa
movie were making the light. It was
amazing. ▼
Harry Brown is currently in theaters.
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